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Abstract: The project INAV- Informative Net Asset Value is used to reduce efforts used by the land buyers 

and land sellers by directing the land buyers directly with the land sellers who are interested to sell their 

properties without interfering with the mediators, who plays a role in between buyer and seller. The main 

aim of our research paper is to connect land or flat buyers and sellers from different place, by using this 

application they can find the location and the land for selling and also there will be the contact details of 

seller with that they can directly contact them. The customer can search the location of the land which they 

need using the google maps which is in build into the application. The project uses the Android Studio 

software using the java language and MySQL Server to store data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This application will be useful for buyers and sellers. All the information of the land will be stored. Advantages are the 

buyer can view the available lands from anywhere who uses and registers to this application and it reduces the time and 

effort used by the peoples for selling and buying land in different areas. It reduces the payment for the mediators who 

are the intermediates to the land buying process. When you are looking for the ideal piece of property, you want to be 

sure it meets your demands and fits within your budget. When you do not have the appropriate information or 

assistance to pick the most convenient choices, the procedure might become complicated and to avoid future problems, 

you must also consider all legal requirements. In the past few years, the real estate search engines have evolved with 

bounds and leaps. The days are gone when there were only limited searches for a particular place of the developer. 

Today the website is supported by extensive data analysis which is certified. Both buyers and sellers will benefit from 

this application. There will be storage for all of the land's data. The buyer can browse the available lands from 

anywhere who registers to this programmer, and it saves individuals time and effort when buying and selling land in 

various locations. It lowers the payment to the mediators who serve as the transaction's intermediaries. The problem of 

land ownership at present cannot be resolved without understanding the land ownership structure of the past. The past 

plays an important role in shaping our perceptions and ordering our priorities. 

 

II. EXISTING METHOD 

Buying land is never easy in India, it involves a web of various procedures, each seemingly more complex than the last. 

However, you will be relieved to know that it is no rocket science in reality! Here’s simplifying the process to purchase 

your dream plot of land in the country. Over time, plot deals have gone more complicated due to complexities and new 

regulations to disputes, cash payment demands from sellers, fake documents and instances of corruption too. 

There aren't many applications for acquiring land information, but even those can't assist customers get in touch with 

the seller directly. There are various applications that allow you to browse only land sale applications or to learn more 

about "bank loans" for a specific piece of property based on where it is located. There aren't many applications for 

acquiring land information, but even those can't assist customers get in touch with the seller directly. There are various 

applications that allow you to browse only land sale applications or to learn more about "bank loans" for a specific 

piece of property based on where it is located. 
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2.1 Drawbacks 

 Manual work 

 High manpower requires. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

Through the application we give, the current application can be made significantly more effective. The user inputs 

regarding a specific plot of land or apartment are used by the application to deliver information on the land. If the land's 

specifics are provided, the user will be displayed the property's sales information together with its location via a Google 

map feature offered by the application itself for user convenience. The seller will upload the information about the 

property, which will enable the buyer to examine the information about the property using some input information 

about the property. 

Reduces time for searching land and also reduces the cost spent on mediators to search the land. It helps to connect the 

seller and buyer to communicate directly using the information of the users. The user doesn't want to travel long 

distances often instead they can use this application. This application is designed to attend all your needs from buying 

properties, selling properties or leasing of properties. Here you found better opportunity to invest your value of entire 

life. This portal help to maintain the data base of various property information was are also allowing agents to access 

the portal updated information across the global environment. 

 

3.1 Advantages 

 Reduce time for searching land and also reduces the cost spent mediators to searching land. 

 It helps to connect the seller and buyer to communicate directly using the information of users. 

 The user doesn’t want to travel long distance often instead they can use this application. 

 Both the seller and the buyer will have direct access to the information. This will help avoid any confusion and 

also the need for multiple site visits and phone calls. 

 

IV. MOBILE APPLICATION MODULES 

4.1 Homepage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Homepage of INAV 
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 A home page is the primary web page that a visitor will view when they navigate to a website via a search 

engine, and it may also function as a landing page to attract visitors. In some cases, the home page is a site 

directory, particularly when a website has multiple home pages 

 Good home page design is usually a high priority for a website; for example, a news website may curate 

headlines and first paragraphs of top stories, with links to full articles. According to Homepage Usability, the 

homepage is the "most important page on any website" and receives the most views of any page. A poorly 

designed home page can overwhelm and deter visitors from the site. One important use of home pages is 

communicating the identity and value of a company. 

 

4.2 Signup 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Signup Page 

 

 A signup form is a web page, popup, or modal where users enter the information required to access that 

website's services. The information collected is determined by the nature of the website and the services it 

offers. Most signup forms require a name, email address, username, and password. 

 

4.3 Login Page 

 
Figure 3: Login page 
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 The login page allows a user to gain access to an application by entering their username and password or by 

authenticating using a social media login. This form fulfils a fundamental task of security; but many times it is 

omitted to evaluate if the procedures of user name (user), keys (passwords) and authentication comply with the 

security recommendations. 

 

4.4 Land Owner 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Land owner page 

 

4.5 Add Details Page 

 

Figure 5: Add details page 

This is the page for adding properties the seller can upload the image of the land by capture the land picture which they 

can sell to the buyer and after that they should fill the land details like location and their name. 
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V. RESULTS 

5.1 Buyer Page 

Figure 6: Buyer page 

Property pages define a list of properties available as a tab in the Properties dialog box for the elements defined by 

matching rules in behavior models. Property pages act as a library of definitions that can be linked to one or more 

behavior models. 

 

5.2 Location 

 
Figure 7: Location of Land 

A location page is used to find the exact location of the land. So that the buyer can easily see the land location without 

any issues. It will reduce the land searching time. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The system is exactly user friendly. It is developed with an efficient front end language java using the software 

ANDROID STUDIO. The validation for login is to authenticate the users. When unauthorized users try to login, the 
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system will allow the user to access the application. The application is developed with java as front end and MYSQL as 

backend. This application will reduce the effort and time spent by the land buyer to search for lands in different 

locations using this application. Project has been completed and tested successfully. Further enhancements can also be 

done for improving the proposed system. Enhancements can be done based on the upcoming needs. All the information 

of the land will be stored. Advantages are the buyer can view the available lands from anywhere who uses and registers 

to this application and it reduces the time and effort used by the peoples for selling and buying land in different areas it 

reduces the payment. 
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